 Non-conventional features are able to authenticate users using free-text keystrokes  Non-conventional features produce lower error rates compared with timing features  Decision trees produce better system performance compared with SVMs
Introduction
The ongoing quest to find a technique to protect sensitive data and computer systems from harmful imposters, whilst also maintaining ease of use, is an important challenge in the field of computer and information security. Because the ID/password pair, the most common method for authentication, frequently fails to deliver an adequate balance between security and userfriendliness, more sophisticated methods have to be used. This is due to the ID/password pair being prone to social engineering, cracking and other forms of exploitation. Therefore, users are compelled to use extreme measures to safeguard their passwords, a procedure which includes remembering long and complex passwords in addition to the need for changing their passwords periodically [1] which causes them to endure great amounts of frustration and apprehension.
This research focuses on an alternative to the ID/password that verifies the identities of users based on their unique typing rhythms. This method provides a sufficient balance between practicality and safety, without requiring any additional hardware. Keystroke dynamics is considered to be an effortless behavior-based method for user authentication which employs the person's typing patterns for validating his/her identity. As was mentioned in [2] , keystroke dynamics is "not what you type, but how you type." In this approach, the user types in text, as usual, without any extra work to be done for authentication. Moreover, it only involves the user's own keyboard and no other external hardware.
Keystroke dynamics is normally based on timing features that compute time lapses between two actions on the keyboard such as key press and key release. In this study, however, we investigate the use of non-conventional keystroke features in the authentication of users. Features such as typing speed, error rate, and shift key usage are utilized to find typing patterns that can be used to distinguish between individuals. Non-conventional features are considered during long free text input as they are extracted using calculations that spread along extended typing time.
These nonconventional features are important due to the lack of sufficient measurements that conventional keystroke dynamics present. Conventional keystroke data, in a very different way to other biometrics (e.g. image processing), captures very little information [3] . This information consists of the data that can be extracted from two consecutive keystrokes such as: the elapsed time between the release of the first key and the press of the second (digraph latency) and the amount of time each key is held down (keystroke duration) [2] . The majority of research, carriedout earlier in this area, focused only on these conventional features.
To enlarge the amount of information that can be extracted from a user input and therefore assemble better indications about his/her typing behavior, we focus our studies on nonconventional typing features that can be extracted collectively during long text input, in which more information is available. Long free text input is experienced daily in a manner that can be used to achieve continuous authentication [4] .
Although there are many applications of keystroke biometrics used with fixed short text such as password hardening [5] , there are scenarios where long free text input is more suited. For example: identification of one-of-many users who all have access to the resources in a work environment, the subject is identified when using any easily accessed desktop by his/her typing behavior of an e-mail or any other document. Another potential application for such long free text is verifying the identity of students taking online quizzes or tests.
Most of the work done in the field of keystroke dynamics authentication focuses primarily on timing features while ignoring other typing behavior such as editing patterns. Even previous studies that have included some non-timing features have not delivered the significance of these features in the way that they still focused on the importance of the conventional timing features, in the authentication process [6, 7] . For that reason, we were motivated to explore the area of non-A C C E P T E D M A N U S C R I P T conventional typing features in order to concentrate on their distinctive ability to distinguish between individuals. A more in depth study on the effect of using various non-conventional feature subset sizes, which is to our knowledge not covered in the literature, has also been conducted.
In our work decision trees and Support Vector Machines (SVMs) are used to classify the typing samples collected from participants. Also Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) is utilized to select features that contribute more to the system in the case of SVMs, as decision trees are capable of performing feature selection in the tree building phase [8] .
The rest of this paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 briefly introduces keystroke dynamics theory and discusses similar prior research in the area of keystroke dynamics user authentication. Section 3 describes the method developed in this study, in which we discuss the specific non-conventional features included in the study. In Section 4 we present our experimental results and consider the data space under investigation. Discussion about our results and some comparisons with previous studies are also included in this section. The final section concludes the topic and points out our research contributions and future work.
Keystroke Dynamics
Keystroke dynamics is categorized into two basic classes, namely: fixed-text and free-text [9] . The fixed-text keystroke dynamics method uses the typing pattern of the user when entering a predefined text. The same text has been previously used to train the system and is delivered by the user at log-in time. In contrast, the free-text keystroke method is considered easier for the user as it overcomes the problem of memorizing the text, something that the fixed-text method suffers from. As its name suggests, in free-text keystrokes, the text used for enrolment does not have to be the same as the text used for login. Moreover, free-text keystroke dynamics is used for enhancing security through continuous and nonintrusive authentication [10] . Thus, this research uses the typing behavior of free-text to resemble real-world situations, which allows users the freedom of not having to remember any text in order to go through the authentication process.
Keystroke dynamics is utilized in users' authentication by extracting typing features at the log-in session and comparing them with the typing features extracted at the enrolment session. These features include, among others: typing latency [11] , keystroke duration [2] , typing speed [11] , shift key usage patterns [12] and typing pressure [13] . If the extracted features are adequately similar, the user is authenticated and if not the user is denied access.
Keystroke features extraction is usually performed after obtaining the users' raw data [14] . Among the data, timing features are popularly used and they are computed using two main values, specifically: the press time and the release time of each key, in milliseconds. These features are: Hold time, DownDown, UP-UP and Up-Down time. Most previous studies have typically employed more than one of these features [15] .
Other non-conventional features, which are mainly used in free-text keystroke dynamics, were also considered in few studies. These features make use of extra information that can be obtained collectively during the training process. Unique patterns were produced after observing users for a longer period of time. Attributes such as the error rate and editing patterns have been found to give a fair idea about a user's typing behavior [9] .
A large amount of research has been carried-out for quite some time to investigate how keystroke dynamics can aid user authentication in general. Specifically, we look here at some of the research that focuses on the extraction of non-conventional keystroke features, utilizing them in different ways.
The research conducted by Hempstalk et al. [16] included, in total, eight features in the typist dataset. Most of these features were based around the typing speed or error rate. The typing speed features included: average words-per-minute (WPM) rate, peak WPM and trough WPM, whilst error rate features included: backspaces, paired backspaces and average backspace block length.
In the research conducted by Villani et al. [3] long-text-input features were extracted. The feature set mainly consisted of percentages of key presses of many of (what were referred to as) special keys. Some of these percentage features were intended to capture the users' preferences for using certain keys or key groups. For instance some users do not capitalize or use much punctuation, which is a distinctive trait of their typing behavior.
Other percentage features were planned to acquire the user's text editing patterns. As an example, there are many ways to locate a specific key, such as using other keys, i.e. Home, End and Arrow keys, or using mouse clicks. There is also a large number of ways to delete, such as Backspace, Delete keys and Edit-Delete. Inserting and moving of words and characters can be done in different ways too, such as: Insert, shortcut keys, or EditPaste.
Shift-key patterns were incorporated in Bartlow and Cukic's research [17] . A password designed to enforce shift-key behavior consisting of 12 randomly generated characters was employed. The feature vector collected for each input sequence included many shift-related features. Examples of such features are: the average, standard deviation, maximum, minimum and total of the hold time for right shifts and left shifts. It also included the average, standard deviation, maximum, minimum and total of the delay time for right shifts and left shifts.
Based on the literature, only a few studies have taken into consideration non-conventional typing features such as features associated with editing patterns. Therefore, we are focusing, in this study, on these features to try and find consistent typing patterns that can be utilized for recognizing the particular typist.
Methodology

Feature Definition
A great deal of the research done in the keystroke dynamics field has been focused mainly on the timing features extracted from the user's typing stream. These features compute the time lapses between performing two actions on the keyboard such as calculating the time it takes a person to press a certain key, i.e. the Hold time, which can be done by subtracting the release time from the press time of that key. Latency time is computed in a similar way but the two actions are performed on two different keys pressed successively rather than both actions being performed on one key in the case of the Hold time. It is calculated by finding the time difference between the press time of the first key and the press time of the second key, in the case of Down-Down time. The Up-Up time and Up-Down time are also computed in similar manner [9] .
In this research, we are striving to explore new features. Nonconventional features step away from the conventional methods which rely on computing the time lapses between performing two actions on the keyboard. Instead, non-conventional features focus
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on the overall typing patterns that a user follows during input that extends over a relatively long period of time. It considers the percentage of performing certain actions (in relation to the total number of actions), i.e. general typing actions or editing actions, which leads to understanding the user's typing behavior. Better perception of human typing patterns is particularly easier to capture while typing long free text in which more information can be extracted. We consider two types of typing features, namely: semi-timing features and editing features. We will briefly describe each category in this section as follows:
. 1 . 1 . S emi -T i mi n g F ea t u r e s
Different from the standard timing features used in most of the literature, we incorporate features that have been extracted using some form of time calculation. The time calculation followed in this category however, is slightly different from that of the regular timing features. These features have a collective property to them, as most of them are calculated during longer periods of time.
The first feature is the Word-per-Minute (WPM) feature which, as the name suggests, measures the user's average typing speed [16] . The total typing time is calculated from the very first key press until the very last key release and this is used in the final calculation of the WPM. The number of words are totaled and then divided by the total typing time in minutes; this is shown in Equation (1) . Of course, this feature will easily distinguish between slow and fast typists. Nonetheless, it is not enough to find the difference between individuals who are close in typing speed. An interesting characteristic that can be found in some user's typing behavior is the number of negative Up-Down (negUD) actions detected in their typing stream. The negative Up-Down is due to an overlap happening between two successive keys being typed. This particular typing behavior is found in the typing stream of users who have the tendency to press the second key before releasing the first one. While most timing features are always positive because they represent the sequence determining the keyboard output, the Up-Down feature, can be negative in some cases that might involve fast typists [3] . Figure 1 illustrates two different two-key sequences showing the Up-Down time in a non-overlapping situation and in an overlapping one. A keystroke is represented as a horizontal line with the down arrow marking the press and the up arrow indicating the release time. In part (a), a positive Up-Down time was produced from non-overlapping keystroke events and in part (b), a negative Up-Down time was produced from overlapping keystroke events where the first key was released after the second was pressed.
Some studies found it challenging to deal with negative UD time [18] . Here we are using it to our advantage by finding the percentage of negative Up-Down instances for each user. As mentioned in [19] , a negative value of UD implies time reduction or faster pressing while positive values imply time addition or slower pressing between two sequences of keystrokes. We found that some users have absolutely no negative UDs whilst others have a fair amount, which was consistent in all the typing tasks they produced. This gives a good indication that comparing the percentage of negative UDs can be a good method to assist in user recognition. NegUD is computed as the percentage of the number of negative UD appearances and the total number of keypairs, i.e. two keys typed consecutively, this is shown in the following equation:
A very similar typing behavior that has been, to our knowledge, hardly ever referred to in the literature is the negative Up-Up (negUU) time, which occurs when the typist tends to release the second key before releasing the first key. This characteristic happened with a few of our volunteers who participated in the data collection. Moreover, a negative UU only happens when there is a negative UD between the two successive keys. However if there happens to be a negative UD this does not mean that there is definitely a negative UU as shown in Figure 2 .
Having said that, negative UU has the property of occurring less frequently, but if it does, there is a high possibility that it is a particular characteristic that an individual possesses intuitively. Thus there is a very good chance that it can be a good measure to employ in order to recognize that particular typist.
Similar to the previous feature, negUU is calculated as: 
. 1 . 2 . Ed i t i n g F ea t u r es
The second category of features does not give any attention to the time a user spends typing, rather it considers the way a user goes about the process of typing. Characteristics such as how frequently a user commits typing errors and how he/she edits text are studied here.
The error rate is the first feature in this category and it captures the percentage of times a user performs a typing error and corrects it [16] . This is simply calculated by dividing the number of times that a user commits an error, i.e. presses the backspace button, by the total number of letters typed, as follows:
The next five features are closely related as they all associate with the way a user incorporates capital letters in typing. Including a capital letter is done either by using the CapsLock key on the keyboard or by using a shift key together with the letter intended to be capitalized. We noted that if a user has the habit of using the CapsLock key, then he will hardly ever use the shift key for capitalizing letters, and vice versa. Therefore, using these two attributes simultaneously might be a good clue to understand the user's editing habits.
The first measure is CapsLock key usage which calculates the percentage of the CapsLock keys being used to produce capital letters in a given typing task. This is simply computed using the following equation:
Shift key usage is a bit more complicated than it might appear to be as there are two different aspects in which users differ when it comes to shift key usage. The first shift key usage attribute is the right/left shift key choice. Some users use strictly the right shift or strictly the left shift whilst others alternate between the two [7] . The second attribute is the order of which the shift/letter keys are released. The shift key is always pressed before the letter key if the user is intending to produce a capital version of that letter. However, there are two orders that users go about when releasing those keys, they either release the letter key before releasing the shift key or they release the letter key after releasing the shift key. This behavior proved to be quite consistence throughout the different typing tasks for most users.
Based on the previous observations we suggest four different features that combine the two aspects of shift key usage. The percentage of each of the following was utilized; for the right shift key: Right Shift released After letter (RSA), Right Shift released Before letter (RSB); and for the left shift key: Left Shift released After letter (LSA), Left Shift released Before letter (LSB). They are calculated using Equation (6).
Where: x= right shifts released after letter, incase S=RSA; x= right shifts released before letter, incase S= RSB; x = left shifts released after letter, incase S= LSA; x = left shifts released before letter, incase S= LSB.
Experiment, Results and Discussion
Data Space
A total of thirty users participated in this study for data collection. Participants had different levels of typing skills that varied between moderate and very good.
During data collection, the participants were asked to perform eight typing tasks. The tasks involved copying text that consisted of around 1000 characters. The text was an excerpt from the Guardian newspaper. The text included both upper and lower case letters in addition to numbers and punctuation marks. Although the tasks included text that was chosen for the users to type, it is still considered free-text as the text used for training is not related at all to that used for testing [20] .
Users were directed to enter the samples in the most natural way possible, i.e. the same way they usually follow when typing. Users were allowed to enter carriage returns and backspaces if needed. The data collection was performed by a GUI program implemented using the C++ language. The application was downloaded on the users' personal machines to maximize their comfort as they are more familiar with their own machine and its surroundings. Therefore, they were able to feel more at ease, and thus, to perform the typing tasks in a manner closer to that of their real typing behavior.
A feature vector, containing the nine features used in this study, was created and was stored in the database as the user's profile. This process was carried out by considering each one of the eight typing tasks as a single typing sample, the features from which were extracted separately. Therefore, eight samples per subject were included in the analysis phase for classifier training and testing.
Experiment and Results
Decision trees have been chosen as a classifier in this research as they are strictly nonparametric and do not require assumptions regarding the distributions of the input data [21] . Furthermore, decision trees handle nonlinear relations between features and classes [22] .
Classification was carried-out through cross-validation as the number of samples was not sufficient enough to perform a regular training/testing process. Cross-validation is a statistical sampling technique that aims to ensure that every example from the original dataset has the same chance of appearing in the training and testing set. We followed the leave-one-out crossvalidation protocol which is a special case of the well-known nfold cross-validation [23] . N-fold cross-validation divides the data up into n chunks and trains n times, treating a different chunk as the test sample each time; such that for each of n experiments, it uses n-1 folds for training and the remaining one for testing. Leave-one-out crossvalidation is exactly the same except that all chunks contain only a single sample.
In our experiment, eight samples were used to perform eight cross-validation experiments. Seven of the samples were treated as the training sample set and the remaining sample was regarded as the testing sample. In each experiment, a different sample was selected to act as the test data.
The Statistics toolbox in Matlab was used to fit the tree and predict the class of each of the test data. Moreover, the tree structure, i.e. the order in which attributes were chosen to be tested at each node, differs each time when a different training set was selected.
Furthermore, two error rates were used to infer the performance, namely: False Accept Rate (FAR) and False Reject Rate (FRR). FAR is the percentage of impostors who have successfully gained access to the system whereas FRR indicates the percentage of legitimate users who were denied access to the system [24] . Low error rates were produced by this study. The FAR and FRR derived from the decision tree classification process are listed in Table 1 . Both error rates are presented utilizing datasets created by different numbers of participants. Results produced by 15, 25 and 30 users showed an increase in the error rates between 15 and 25 users. Yet, when increasing the number of users from 25 to 30 the error rates were very similar. When slightly enlarging the number of participants, we noticed the system reaching a stable performance level. However, more work is needed to prove this methods ability to work with datasets with large number of participants Using the nine features simultaneously had a good impact on the overall classification performance as the decision tree performs a form of feature selection in which only features that contribute to the overall-system decision are used in building the tree [8] . This is not the case when using only one or two features separately. This is due to the individual characteristics that each feature holds and that contribute collectively to the system's performance. For comparison purposes, Support Vector Machines (SVMs) were also used in this experiment as it is one of the most successful classification techniques [25] . SVMs were chosen as a rival classifier because it follows a completely different mechanism to that of decision trees [26] .
When using SVMs in classification, feature subset selection is in place. This is because a number of the non-conventional features are correlated with each other. Therefore, it is necessary to incorporate a feature subset selection mechanism when utilizing these features in order to reduce the dependency levels between the features [27] . Feature subset selection is also included in the building process of the decision tree where all redundant features are removed [8] .
Feature subset selection is considered as an optimization problem, in which the space of all possible features is scrutinized to recognize the feature or set of features that produce optimal or near-optimal performance, i.e. those that minimize classification error [28] . Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) proved to be a good candidate for achieving that goal [29] .
The selected features were passed to the multiclass SVMs machine learning mechanism in order to be used as the basic data for differentiating between classes. Leave-one-out crossvalidation was also used to treat seven of the samples as the training sample set and the remaining one as the testing sample, in each cross-validation experiment. The classification process was implemented on MATLAB with the aid of the LIBSVM library [30] . This was done gradually by selecting one feature, using ACO, and then increasing the size of the feature set. Using only one or a small number of features yielded higher error rates. Similarly, using all or most of the nine features caused performance deterioration. The ideal size of feature set was 5 features which produced good FAR and FRR rates. A 0.0183 FAR and a 0.444 FRR were delivered using 5 features. Table 2 illustrates the influence of increasing the feature set size on the overall system's performance in a database containing 30 users.
Having the best features subset size to be only 5 features refers directly to the Curse of Dimensionality which corresponds to the problem that the amount of training needed grows exponentially with the number of features [31] . Since there were only 8 samples per person in this experiment, there has to be a reduction in the number of features used for classification to the least amount possible while conserving the maximum benefit provided to the classification process.
Using ACO, the features that contribute the most to the system performance in our experimentation were: negUD, Error Rate, RSB, LSA and LSB. Using these features solely in the classification process eliminated the redundancy caused by using all 9 features. That clearly contributes to improving the overall system performance. Furthermore, using only one or two of these features is not enough to find the fine differences between the typing behaviour of individuals in free-text keystroke dynamics. We understand that using a larger dataset and incorporating data from a greater number of participants will likely produce more reliable results. Therefore, similar to DTs, we incorporated data from datasets with different numbers of participants in the SVMs tests to understand how increasing the sample size will affect the system performance. In all these tests we decided to perform a subset selection of 5 features which proved to yield the best performance (as shown in Table 2 ).
Using datasets of samples size varying between 15, 25 and 30 users delivered a noticeable reduction in the system performance when increasing the number of participants from 15 to 25 (as shown in Table 1 ). Nonetheless, the increase from 25 users to 30 have produced very similar FAR and FRR. Similar to what was found in the DTs experiment; this shows the system reaching a stable performance level when slightly enlarging the number of participants. Nonetheless, experimenting with much larger number of participants is needed to provide sufficient evidence about the method's ability to work with datasets with large number of participants.
Moreover, decision trees operate by automatically performing feature subset selection in which the non-important or redundant features are not involved in the tree building process [8] . Features: LSB, negUD, negUU and CapsLock usage contributed most in building the decision tree as they formed the first levels of the tree structure. Thus, they collectively have a high ability to split the targets [32] , which allows for better differentiation between individuals. Therefore, these features correspond to the features with higher impact on the performance of the recognition system. This partly matches the features extracted using ACO; as both LSB and negUD were found to have a considerable effect on system performance in both decision tree and SVMs/ACO classification cases.
Conclusively, Decision trees have a slight performance advantage over SVMs. They produced a higher accuracy system as the ROC is plotted closer to the upper left corner of the diagram in Fig.3 . M A N U S C R I P T The authentication process used until this point was done by training the system using data produced by the system's users to test if the system is able to recognize which of the system's users produced the test samples. Multiclass classification was utilized to achieve this aim. Multiclass classification works by deciding the test sample belongs to which of the available classes using the training data produced by all of the available classes [33] .
In the second part of this study, we will focus on true intruder's recognition. In this section, typing samples from users who are completely un-known to the system are used to test the system's ability to recognize them as intruders and reject them. To achieve true intruder recognition, binary classification is used. For every test sample, binary classification, i.e. one-to-one classification, is performed against all available class to check if the system recognizes the intruder as any of the legitimate users.
Binary classification was performed using the training data of 25 genuine users and testing data from five intruders producing three typing samples each for testing the system. Table  3 shows the error rates produced by the 25 legitimate users without any intruders. The binary classification was performed for each user by representing the sample produced by that user as the positive class and all other samples are represented as the negative class [34] . This was carried-out using cross-validation similar to the multiclass classification experiment.
Lastly, the data from the five intruders was tested against each of the legitimate users' training data using binary classification. This produced similar FAR to that produced by the 25 legitimate users especially in case of SVMs. This provides some evidence that the system is able to recognize un-known intruders even when there is no prior knowledge about their typing patterns and the system was trained using samples from only legitimate users. Nonetheless, more experimenting is needed to prove that recognizing un-known intruders is in-place when there are much larger number of intruders.
Moreover, in true intruder recognition SVMs performed better than DTs. This is due to the nature of SVMs which leans towards the class with heavy samples [35] i.e. the class with negative samples in this study. The FRR in the intruders test was not computed due to not testing any legitimate users in this experiment. This study was performed using the data collected in the research conducted by Alsultan et al. [29] in which the researchers considered user classification based on timing features only. These features included the hold time, Up-Up, Down-Down and Up-down of specific key-pairs. Although the performance of the system described in [29] was acceptable, there was a larger than desired FRR.
By using non-conventional features the FRR has been dramatically improved with a value of 0.28 in this study. While this figure is still not ultimate, it is quite good when considering the small amount of text used to recognize individuals. Nonetheless, a satisfactory FAR was also produced. The FAR, being as small as 0.011, is very comparable that produced by conventional features which leads to high expectations of further research in this area. The superiority of such non-conventional typing features over conventional timing ones, in user authentication, is proven by the low FAR and FRR produced by the non-conventional features.
The use of non-conventional features proposed in this paper have succeeded in providing a reliable medium for user authentication because employing these features enlarges the amount of information that can be extracted from a user's input. This is due to the fact that non-conventional typing features are extracted collectively during the whole time a text is being input by the user, in which more information is available, such as: words-per-minute, error rate, percentage of negative UDs … etc. Therefore, using this wide range of information available about the user's typing patterns, the system is able to assemble better indications about the user's typing behaviour, thus distinctively distinguish between individuals. Moreover, as the noneconventional features are collected during the whole time of text typing i.e. relatively long period, any random incidence that might occur will be averaged. As appose to the conventional timing features where few noisy appearances can affect the overall understanding of the use's typing pattern significantly.
Moreover, non-conventional features were utilized in the research conducted by Hempstalk et al. [16] . In their experiment, 8 features were extracted, some of which were based around the typist's speed: average words-per-minute (WPM) rate, peak WPM, trough WPM, error rate: backspaces, paired backspaces, average backspace block length or slurring of key press and release events: press/release ordering, press/release rate. A dataset consisting of 15 emails for each of 10 participants was created. Using one-class SVMs an FAR of 0.113 and an FRR of 0.331 were achieved. These results show that our research proved to realize better FAR/FRR despite having more subjects involved in the study. Similar research was conducted by Curtin et al. [36] in which 58 features were extracted. The features varied between conventional timing ones and non-conventional ones such as total time to enter the text, total number of key presses for Space, Backspace, Delete, Insert, Home, End, Enter, Ctrl, all four arrow keys, left and right shift keys and the number of left, right and double mouse clicks. Recognition accuracy of 98.5% resulted from data collected from 8 subjects typing ten 600-characters long training samples and ten 300-characters long testing samples. This would have been a very encouraging result if the number of subjects was larger. A comparison between the method proposed here and some of the state of the art similar studies is presented in Table 3 . 
Conclusion
In this paper we examined the usefulness of incorporating non-conventional keystroke features in the user authentication process. Unlike conventional timing features, non-conventional features benefit from the extra information that can be extracted from long free-text input. Features that have semi-timing properties such as words-per-minute, percentage of negative UpDown time and percentage of negative Up-Up time were used. Moreover, features that explain the user's editing behavior were also used. These included the error rate, percentage of CapsLock usage, and percentage of both right and left shift keys usage.
The experiment produced good results considering the fact that it used free-text for user authentication which gave a good balance between the system's security and the user's comfort. The FAR and FRR rates were both satisfactory with the FAR being the slightly better of the two.
Therefore, non-conventional features such as those used in this study appear to be highly significant in keystroke dynamics applications such as user authentication. Moreover, decision tree classifiers also demonstrated a high level of success in such cases.
There is much more that can be done to improve this approach. One example of which is to expand on the typing features to include other non-conventional features such as the users' inserting and moving habits. Experimenting with different classification methods might also contribute positively to the overall system performance.
The fusion of conventional timing features and the nonconventional features presented here might work in favor of a better understanding the user's typing patterns which can be utilized to improve the error rates produced by merely nonconventional features. This is clearly ongoing research in which results thus far are extremely encouraging.
